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Wireless Network Name Change

- **When:** January 9, 2007
- **Why:** Called out by DOE as a weakness during the Site Assist Visit last Fall because *tsunami* is a default name delivered by the vendor.
Impact

- Windows user will be prompted (only) the first time they connect using the new name.
- Existing connections will be dropped during the change (early in morning).
- Other operating systems may require change to system configuration files.
- People who notice this may suspect it is some kind of computer security attack or test, and report it to the computer security team.
- Does anyone know of devices dependent on current wireless SSID that will need modification?
Announcements and Info

- Fermitoday
- All Experimenter’s Meeting
- Scheduling Meeting
- System administrator mail list and meeting
- Unix users mail list and meeting
- PC Managers mail list and meeting
- GCSC mail list and meeting
- Windows Policy Committee mail list and meeting